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ABSTRACT & INTRODUCTION

Abstract 
Low dosage methanol improves methane recovery and enhance CO  storage during hydrate swapping

Low dosage methanol act as anti agglomerant as well as thermodynamic driving force enhancer 

Kinetic promoter improves CO storage but does not produce methane

Hydrate morphology (grain coating and pore filling), degree of hydrate saturation and residual water saturation
influence hydrate  swpping 

Introduction
Natural Gas Hydrate System

Natural gas hydrate seen as source of gas supply.

Key production technique include depressurization and thermal stimulation 

Involve decomposition of hydrate and geomechanical instability 

 

CH -CO  Exchange 

 

Novel technique involving pure CO  gas or CO  gas mixture injection into methane hydrate reservoirs.  

CH  gas is produced and CO  is stored 

Driving force is the phase stability difference between CH  hydrate and CO  hydrate at low temperatures (0-
6℃)
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL
 

CO  gas transportation to hydrate surface 

CO  concentration at gas-hydrate interface controls by 

Relative permeability of gas

Gas diffusion via liquid and solid phase 

Delay in CO  hydrate film at gas-liquid interface in the presence of low dosage methanol enhance
mass transfer

Methanol act as anti agglomerant which create dispersed hydrate as well as delay kinetics 

 

Methanol as driving force enhancer  (thermodynamic force phase stability)

 

5% MeOH, 1% MeOH enhance phase stability difference  as well as act as anti agglomerant 
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Role of additives during CH -CO  Swapping

 

Kinetic Promoter (SDS/Methionine)

 

Enhanced CO  storage with lower induction time at the gas-liquid interface in the presence of promoter 

 

Very low methane recovery due to thick CO  hydrate film formation 

Anti-agglomerate (Methanol)

Enhanced CO  storage with higher induction time at the gas-liquid interface in the presence of methanol. 
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High methane recovery rate due to delay in CO  hydrate film formation and its dispersed nature. 
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IN THIS STUDY
 

Experimental Technique

(Please refer to our published paper for detailed information) 

 

1. Synthesized CH hydrate formation in coarse sediment in the presence of various chemicals in water in high pressure cell. 

 

2- Injection of CO  into synthesized CH  hydrate 

 

3-  24 hours shut-in period to allow soaking and GC samples were collected to before and after shutin period to calculate change
in mole fraction in residual vapor phase. 

 

Methane Hydrate formation in the presence of MeOH

 

Pressure distribution during methane hydrate formation in the presence of MeOH with different S

 

Methane Hydrate formation in the presence of Kinetic promoters

 

Kinetic Promoter used  ( SDS- 500 ppm, L methionine - 500 ppm)
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Pressure distribution during methane hydrate formation in the presence of SDS with different S

Pressure distribution during methane hydrate formation in the presence of L-methionine and water 

Swapping behaviour in the presence of Kinetic Promoters
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Swapping behaviour in the presence of Methanol

 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION
 

Additives driven pore water chemistry influence CH -CO  hydrate swapping 

Reservoir properties including hydrate saturation, hydrate morphology, hydrate distribution,
fluid saturation also influence CH -CO  swapping 

 

 

CO  injection is also a feasible solution to delay methane hydrate melting due to global warming 
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we investigate the methane hydrate formation and CH /CO  exchange in unconsolidated porous media with and
without surface-active chemicals such as surfactant and alcohol. CO  rich gas injection into natural gas hydrate reservoir is
proposed as a novel technique to produce natural gas and simultaneously storage CO  without disturbing the geological
settings. This method is limited by mass transport barrier created by hydrate film formed at the liquid/gas interface. The very
low CO  diffusivity through these films causes a delay in CH /CO  exchange and lead to low recovery. A recent study using
simulation suggests that in the presence of a low concentration of surface-active chemicals, CH -CO  exchange can be
enhanced. Surface active chemicals could enhance the diffusivity of CO  through hydrate film by creating dispersed hydrate
film. No experiment study has been conducted so far to study this phenomenon.

 

We formed CH  hydrate from gaseous CH  and in the present small concentration of different surface-active chemicals
(surfactant, amino acid & methanol) to mimic the hydrate reservoir. Pure CO  was injected into this reservoir to initiate the
CH /CO  exchange scenario. P-T and GC analysis was carried using a high-pressure cell with unconsolidated sand with
particle size 0.9-1.6 mm. CH /CO  mixed hydrate formed at reservoir conditions (P = 50-65 bar and T = 1.0-3.0°C) at
methane hydrate – CO  interface. After soaking period of 24 hours, GC analysis was carried out to measure the change in
CO  and CH  mole concentration in the vapour phase at the start of injection and after soaking period to calculate liberated
CH  moles and stored CO moles. Effect of surface-active chemical, change in concentration, Initial hydrate saturation on
methane recovery and CO  storage potential was also analyzed. The results showed that 5% methanol was the best-
performing chemical among selected one to enhance methane production and CO  storage efficiency, as it boosted gas
diffusion through hydrate film. The presence of methanol drastically reduced the risk of hydrate reformation compared to
other hydrate formers, including SDS and Amino acids that increased the risk of hydrate reformation
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